
Introduction

Inspirit is a cutting-edge learning platform that is transforming the way science courses are 
taught across the globe. Utilizing virtual labs, simulations, and virtual reality, Inspirit provides 
educational institutions with a next-generation platform that offers a comprehensive range of 
immersive labs and simulations, available on both desktop and VR platforms. With classroom 
management tools, custom assessment integrations, group or networked lab sessions, and 
options for curriculum alignment, Inspirit’s platform is designed to enhance students’ learning 
experiences. Developed by a team of VR and education researchers from Stanford University, 
Inspirit’s content is designed to engage learners, stimulate high knowledge gain, and promote 
critical reasoning through their active involvement in virtual environments. September 2022 
marked a funding of $7.2 million for the company. 

Problem Statement 

Founded in 2019, Inspirit was developed as a platform for 3D and VR STEM education that 
enables users to learn science interactively. Inspirit realized that the digital divide between 
privileged and marginalized communities threatened to limit access to this innovative approach 
to learning. To address this issue, Inspirit must create seamless connections between the web 
and VR and create a no-code solution for teachers to easily create 3D web content and 
convert it into a VR experience. Hence, Inspirit recognized the need for a capable Head of 
Engineering (HoE) who could lead a high-performing tech team.
Since they worked with UNITY, Inspirit required an experienced, full-stack, hands-on leader with 
a background in UNITY and the ability to build lean engineering teams. As a Seed Level 
company with a market in the US, the company needed an exuberant, strong tech leader who 
could help tide over the tech hurdles smoothly and preferably have experience in other 
geographies.

Solution and Execution

Following a rigorous evaluation of potential candidates, Purple Quarter identified Abhilash
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Headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, Clari is a connected revenue operations platform that 
uses AI and automation to unlock the data captured in business processes. Clari helps turn 
strategic goals into superior performance and sales teams into revenue machines. Clari 
continues to innovate, collaborate, and push the limits to build marketing, sales, and customer 
success professionals across 170 companies such as Okta, Zoom, Medallia, Adobe, and 
Atlassian. The company has always envisioned the India office as a development center 
doubling down on investments to support all the efforts in India to continue innovating in several 
areas of the product.

Problem Statement 

With the vision to make the India team independent and have suitable technical leadership 
upon execution of new projects alongside leveraging US tech expertise, Clari was on the 
lookout for a leader experienced in driving the company’s technological development 
roadmap, product layout plan, and engineering practices over the long run. It had been a while 
since Clari was searching for a leader with extensive experience in Engineering and Data 
Science roles, as well as an overview of all aspects of business, technology, and data science. 
Clari sought an entrepreneurial VP of Engineering / Head of Engineering who was passionate 
about building elite – teams, ideas, architectures, and platforms. Clari needed a leader that 
would bring a strategic mindset and drive to solve business and technical challenges for the 
India Engineering team. A tech leader capable of becoming a brand ambassador for the Clari 
India tech team. The company was primarily seeking a Site Leader for India who would be both 
a thought leader and a people person.

Solution and Execution

Upon Clari’s role mandate, Purple Quarter dived in to search for an ideal and culturally fit 
candidate. After carefully drafting the need and precisely profiling the candidates, only the 



Gopal as the perfect fit for the job. Abhilash’s diverse background as a former Microsoft 
employee, along with his experience working for companies such as Zynga, RentoMojo, and 
PropertyFinder in MENA, provided him with the necessary skills and experience to excel in the 
position. His previous work at Zynga exposed him to UNITY and gaming, while his experience at 
Xbox had given him valuable insights into driver support, making him an excellent cultural 
match for the company. Additionally, Abhilash’s desire to work for an early-stage company 
where he could build products and teams from scratch made him the perfect choice for Inspirit.

Looking Forward 

As Inspirit and its offerings expand, we are looking forward to Abhilash carrying the mantle. 
Purple Quarter is ecstatic to have accurately profiled Abhilash as a Brahma Leader or a Creator 
profile fit using the Behavioural Metrics Model (BMM). Given Abhilash’s robust wealth of 
knowledge and experience, he will be instrumental in driving the company’s growth forward.


